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Ab~~truck- Critical current density anisotropy was detected in 
conventional and artificial pinning center (APC) Nb-Ti round 
wires by means of a relevant increase of the magnetization M as 
the wire aspect ratio A, (length Wfilament diameter df) was in- 
creased. However, contrary to what is observed in APC wires, 
the critical current density J l l  calculated from the SQUID meas- 
ured saturated-magnetization in conventional wires using an 
anisotropic Bean Model (BM), is significantly different from the 
transport critical current density Jet. We suggest that the m i s -  
match between SQUID measured JI 1 and JCt is due a combination 
of the discontinuity of the ribbons along the wire length in con- 
ventional Nb-Ti wires and also to the low electric fields gener- 
ated in SQUID measurements. The low electric fields allows the 
magnetization-induced currents to redistribute inside the wire 
due to the local inhomogeneities associated with the presence of 
a-Ti ribbons. In this case anisotropic BM cannot be used to 
extract J, from M because it will be function of the intrinsic 
lengths of these ribbons. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that a strong flux pinning microstructure 
can be created in Nb-Ti superconductors by introducing a 
second phase into the matrix, either by sequences of heat 
treatment followed by cold deformation [ 11 or artificially 
[2],[3],[4] by sequences of bundling, extrusion and cold 
drawing. These two processes produce so-called conven- 
tional and artificial pinning center (APC) superconducting 
wires respectively. Such wires develop a nanostructure con- 
taining long, thin ribbons aligned parallel to the wire axis. 

Previous magnetization measurements of Nb-Ti APC wires 
with Nb pins have shown that the hysteretic magnetization 
(AM) increases as the wire length (L) is increased [SI, for a 
fixed superconductor filament diameter df. This effect is a 
consequence of the anisotropy of the flux pinning nanostruc- 
ture of elongated ribbons. There are two features that con- 
tribute to the critical current density anisotropy. One is that 
the current which flows axially along the wire and parallel to 
the ribbons (JI I ) is intrinsically different from the current that 
crosses the ribbons to complete the magnetization current 
loop (Jl). The second is that the pinning force (F,) that op- 
poses the Lorentz force on the vortex lattice is much stronger 
for Jli than for JI because the ribbons are effective barriers 
against vortex movement only for JI I . In [SI we calculated the 
critical current density anisotropy JI 1 /JL vs. H from AM(L) vs. 
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H measurements using an anisotropic Bean Model (BM) for 
cylindrical samples [6]. For the particular Nb-pin APC Nb- 
Ti wires analyzed in [SI, the J, anisotropy JI 1 /JL reached val- 
ues as high as 175. Another important conclusion from the 
AM(L) vs. H measurements and the subsequent anisotropic 
BM analysis was that the technologically important critical 
current density J, = JI I (the transport critical current JcI) can be 
calculated from magnetization data using the simple isotropic 
BM [7] only for rather long wires, such that Wdf >> J1l/JI. 
This condition corresponds to the saturation of M(L) = M,, 
meaning that for lengths L > L,, M no longer increases as the 
length of the wire is increased. Here we call L, the saturation 
length and M, the saturation magnetization. 

The objective of the present work was to evaluate the ani- 
sotropy of the critical current density also in conventional 
Nb-Ti optimized wires from sample-length-dependent 
AM(H) measurements. We sought any differences in JI 1 /.TI vs. 
H and JL vs. H between conventional and APC Nb-Ti wires 
because, in spite of the fact that the optimized nanostructures 
have similar geometry [l], [8], the pin materials are quite 
different, Nb in the APC and a-Ti in conventional wires. 
Determination of the current density that crosses the pins J l  
should bring valuable information about the effect of pin ma- 
terial on the flux pinning properties. 

The AM(L) vs. H measurements were made on optimized 
conventional Nb-Ti wires using a SQUID magnetometer. 
They also showed a dependence of the magnetization on the 
wire length. However, we observed that the axial critical cur- 
rent density Jll calculated using the isotropic BM from M, 
was significantly different from the transport critical current 
density JcI. On the other hand, for APC wires there was no 
difference between J,, and the current density calculated from 
M, measured in a SQUID magnetometer. 

This surprising difference in behavior caused us to think 
harder about the distinctions between APC and conventional 
wires, about electric field effects and about the potential cur- 
rent paths in APC wires with ribbon-shaped pins which run 
the full length of the wire (mm to m), as compared to conven- 
tional wires whose a-Ti ribbons are only of order 10 pm in 
length. The low electric fields generated in the samples dur- 
ing SQUID measurement makes it possible for the magneti- 
zation induced-currents to redistribute between individual 
ribbons where one ribbon ends and another starts [l]. The 
interpretation of the magnetization data in this case should 
depend on the dimensions (particularly the length) of the rib- 
bons, meaning that they have intrinsic longitudinal Li and 
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transverse di lengths. The magnetization may no longer be 
calculated, even using the anisotropic BM. 

In section I1 and I11 we present a short description of the 
experiment and how to calculate or measure J I I  and J I  using 
the principles of the anisotropic BM, respectively. The re- 
sults obtained from SQUID and transport critical current (Jet) 
measurements showing the dependence of magnetization on 
wire lcngth for conventional wire and also the comparison 
between J,, and Ji I (SQUID) are discussed in section IV. In 
section V the critical current density anisotropy ratios for 
conventional and APC Nb-Ti wires are compared using 
transport and magnetization data. In section VI the results are 
summarized. 

11. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

A. Wire Description 

The samples were selected from three Nb-Ti wires. One is 
an APC wire with Nb pins (sample A) while the other two are 
conventional wires (samples B and C). Samples A and B are 
monofilaments and sample C is a 61 multifilament strand. 
Sample B was studied for two different superconductor fila- 
ment diameters, named B l  and B2. The characteristics of 
each wire are shown in Table I (superconductor filament di- 
ameter df, the measured piinning center thickness t, and also 
the wire aspect ratio Aw). The actual pin thickness t, was 
measured from transmission electron microscope (TEM) im- 
ages of A, B 1 and B2. Foir all wires, the matrix is a high ho- 
mogeneity Nb 47 wt.% Ti alloy. 

Sample A, the APC wire, has a pin volume fraction of 
24.4%. It was fabricated using the rod-based process de- 
scribe previously [4], [7]. 

Samples B and C, the conventional wires, have a-Ti rib- 
bons as pins. Sample B has -19 vol.% of a-Ti precipitate [l] .  
Although no TEM was performed on sample C, we suppose 
the pinning nanostructure to be very similar to that for sample 
B1 due the similarity between the heat treatment schedules 
and the J,, properties of both wires. 

B. J ,  Trunsport and Magnetization Measurements 

Samples A, B and C wcxe studied by means of transport 
and magnetization measurements. The magnetization meas- 
urements were performed at 4.2 K and 6 K for measurements. 
The magnetic field was always applied normal to the wire 
axis. 

The transport critical current (I,) was measured at 4.2 K 
with voltage taps spaced 22 or 33 cm apart, using a resistivity 
criteria of R-m. J,, was determined by dividing the I, by 
the superconducting filament cross-sectional area. 

Magnetic moment measurements were made using a 
SQUID magnetometer. The SQUID instrument has a 5 mm 
usable sample space diameter (db) normal to the applied field. 
In the configuration of applied magnetic field perpendicular 
to the wire axis, the current is induced to flow along the 

TABLE I 
APC (SAMPLE A) AND CONVENTIONAL (SAMPLES B 1, B2 AND C) Nb-Ti 

WIRE CHARACTERISTICS 

Aw 

Sample tp (nin) dt (pm) SQUID Transport 
... 5000 

2380 . . .  
A 2- 1 9a 66 610 . . .  

151 . . .  

. . .  5240 
1140 . . .  

B1 2a 63 760 . . .  
380 . . .  
130 . . .  
32 ... 

B2 9a 161 ... 2050 
298 . . .  

C . . .  22.3 . . .  14800 
1970 

tp is the pinning center thickness, dl is the superconducting filament di- 

aestimated from TEM analysis performed on the same APC [7] and con- 
ameter and Aw=L/di is the filament aspect ratio 

ventional [l] wires at smaller diameters 

length of the filaments and to return by crossing the filaments 
,at each end of the wire. Two sample configurations were 
used. For the case of L < db, many straight wire pieces were 
iused in order to obtain a large signal. For L > db, the wire 
'was wound into an open circuit coil with an outer diameter of 
jiust less than db. SQUID magnetization data were taken con- 
tinuously in the field range from 0-5 T. 

111. CALCULATION OF JI 1 FROM MAGNETIZATION HYSTERESIS 
IN ANISOTROPIC SAMPLES 

Recently, Sumption [6] derived expressions for AM, the 
width of the magnetization hysteresis for cylindrical-shaped 
samples having anisotropic critical current densities Jll, J l  in 
it field applied normal to the cylinder axis and aspect ratio A, 
(Lld,). (MKS units) 

when J , ,  I J ,  < Lid: 

(2) f 
when J , ,  I J I  >> L l d  

As already discussed, JII  is >> JL for these wires. Equa- 
tions (1) and (2) correspond to the situations of long and short 
wires respectively. Thus for long samples ((3ndf/32L)J~ 1 lJI 
<< 1 so that AM-+4dfJ~l/3n) the isotropic BM is valid. For 
very short samples such that (4L13ndf)JLl J I I  << 1, M is de- 
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termined by the perpendicular current density JL and the sam- 
ple length L. 

Iv. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figs. l a  and l b  show AM(6K) vs. H curves for samples A 
and BI.  Both wires have anisotropic critical current densi- 
ties, indicated by the increase of AM as L increases. AM 
saturates at L 2 40 mm for A and for L 2 48 mm for B 1. 

In order to compare the saturation magnetization values to 
the transport measurements, which could only be measured at 
4.2 K, magnetization measurements were made on the same 
lengths of A at both temperatures. The saturation length was 
the same at both temperatures. Fig. 2 shows the bulk pinning 
force density curves F,(H, 4.2 K) calculated from J,, and from 
Ji 1 (SQUID). As shown in Fig. 2, there is no significant dif- 
ference between the pinning force curves constructed from J,, 
and Jii calculated from SQUID measurements of M,. F, 
peaks at 2.2 - 2.4 T for both measurements and the magni- 
tudes of F, differ by only 4% at 2.3 T. Such small differences 
are within the experimental uncertainty. 

By contrast, there is no such agreement between the same 
measurements made on the conventional wire. There is al- 
ways a significant difference between J I I  and J,, and, at 5 T, 
the magnitudes of J,, and JI I differ by 20%. Indeed, the same 
kind of magnetization-length-dependence in another opti- 
mized conventional Nb-Ti wire (sample c) showed the same 
effect and the difference in magnitude between J,, and Jii at 5 
T reached 100% in this case [9]. 

Being concerned that the discontinuity of the a-Ti ribbons 
in conventional Nb-Ti might be playing a role in the SQUID 
measurements, we measured wire B at a larger diameter 
(sample B2) where the &Ti pins are less ribbon-like, thicker 
and shorter than in the optimized wire (Bl). Fig. 3 shows that 
J,, and J I I  are still noticeably different. Furthermore tile dif- 
ferences in magnitude and field dependence are higher for 
sample B2 than for sample B1. The F,(Jll) curves start to 
differ from Fp(J,,) at 2.5 T and 1 T for samples B1 (Fig. lb) 
and B2 (Fig. 3) respectively. For sample B2, the peaks of 
F,(J,,) and F,(Jll) are at 3.5 T and 2.8 T each and the magni- 
tudes differ by more than 30% at 5 T. 

AM(L) vs. H measurements on B2 showed that the mag- 
netization saturates for 75 < A,,, < 224 and at 381 < A, < 762 
for B 1. These differences point to the fact that the lengths of 
the ribbons in conventional Nb-Ti wires play an important 
role on the saturation of AM(L) vs. H because they are di- 
rectly related to the wire lengths Li+L and di-+df. We sug- 
gest that the differences between J,, and J11 are related to the 
low electric field attainable in SQUID measurements which 
allows the induced-magnetization-currents to redistribute 
around the discontinuous ribbons in conventional Nb-Ti 
wires. Consequently, the larger differences in magnitude 
between F,(J,,) and F,(Jll) observed for sample B2 compared 
to sample B I can be explained using equation ( I ) .  Sample B 1 
has a larger ribbon aspect ratio Li/d, (strictly d,=tp) than sam- 
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Fig. 1. AM(H) width increase and saturation with an increasing wire 
length L for a) Sample A and b) Sample B1, measured in a SQUID mag- 
netometer at 6 K. 

ple B2. From equation (l), the difference between J,, and Jli 
should be smaller for sample B 1 than for sample B2 because 
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Fig. 2. Pinning force density curves as a function of the applied magnetic 
field at 4.2 K showing the differences in critical current density obtained by 
different measurement techniques for APC and conventional Nb-Ti wires 
(B 1 and C). 
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Fig. 3. Pinning force density curves as a function of the applied magnetic 
field showing the differences in critical current density obtained from 
SQUID (AMg) and transport measurements of B2. 

Fig, 4, Ratio of magnetization hysteresis AMs / AM(L2mm) VS. H for APC 
(sample A) and conventional (sample B1) wires at 4.2 K. 

d&(B 1) < df/L(B2). The term (3xdf/32L)J1 I /JL will be close 
to 1 for sample B2 and AMs should then be only a small frac- 
tion of Jc, = JI 1 . In this analysis we considered Ji I / J i  constant 
for different ribbon dimensions. This is reasonable because 
we have already shown in [5] that the magnitudes of JI 1 /JI are 
comparable for thin and thick APC ribbons. 

v. COMPARISON OF THE MAGNETIZATION CURRENTS ANISOT- 
ROPY BETWEEN APC AND CONVENTIONAL Nb-Ti WIRES 

As was already mentioned, it was not possible to extract 
JI 1 /Jl for conventional wires from the AM(L) vs. H measure- 
ments. However, we can make a comparison between the 
anisotropy of conventional and APC wires by calculating the 
ratio of the saturated magnetization hysteresis AMs to the 
magnetization of the shortest measured wire lengths, because 
AM, is determined by df and J I I  (=J,,). Equation (2) shows 
that AM is dominated by JI and L for short wire lengths. 
Samples A and B1 have similar df values and were measured 
at L=2 mm. Therefore AMJAM(2mm) - (Ji I /Jl)(df/L) and as 
df/L is the same for both wires, the described magnetization 
hysteresis ratio permits a good comparison of the anisotropy 
between conventional and APC Nb-Ti wires. For the con- 
ventional wire, we calculated AMs = 4 J,, df/3n. In Fig. 4 the 
curves of AMJAM(2mm) vs. H for APC and conventional 
wires at 4.2 K are shown. A markedly higher anisotropy and 
stronger field dependence at < 3 T is apparent for the APC 
wire, while the anisotropy for the conventional wire is almost 
constant up to 5 T. This difference in behavior could be ex- 
plained by the wider distribution of pin thickness in the APC 

wire that should influence the field dependence of JL. For 
fields higher than 3 T, the conventional wire is slightly more 
anisotropic than the APC wire. 

VI. SUMMARY 

There are subtle but important differences between the 
properties of APC and conventional Nb-Ti wires. A new 
insight is that the distinction between continuous pins (APC) 
and discontinuous pins (conventional) is important for under- 
standing magnetization measurements. It seems likely that 
local current loops circulating between pins are possible in 
conventional wires. 
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